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ABSTRACT 
 
Authentication is vital part of security protocol in any data 
communication and services, especially that now a day’s 
applications and services uses the internet to provide a global 
and easy access to the users. In any data communication, 
choosing an authentication protocol must consider the energy 
consumption of each tool. The researcher focused on the 
important constraints, aspects of data communication, and 
examined the power consumption of different types of 
authentication protocols. This paper presents a 
comprehensive analysis of energy consumption with different 
types of cryptographic algorithms that was utilized in the 
authentication protocol. The researcher explored the effect of 
different parameters at the convention level (for example, 
figure suites, validation components, and exchange sizes, and 
so forth) and the cryptographic algorithms level (figure 
modes and quality) on general vitality utilization for secure 
information exchanges. The network administrator uses an 
authentication protocol that allows local devices to access 
from the central server. Several number of different 
authentication protocols was used at the same time for 
different things. Physical access to the central server requires 
an authentication key that was configured in the device. 
Authentication protocol type varies from physical to network 
controllers.  
 
Key words : Authentication, Cryptography, Energy 
Consumption, Hash Authentication, Network Security 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Various authentication protocols differ on how to secure 
the communication in a computer network.  The contents of 
the communication are the main issue in the internet; 
authentication protocols are then created to verify and 
validate the legitimate users to prevent security breach or 
have fraud control and secured communication. It was 
developed to have maximum security depending on the 
compliance needs of an organization. The hardware and 
Network Operating System (NOS) remote servers must 

 
 

support usage of Authentication Protocol since there is a 
specific requirement with the different types [1]. With the 
limited electricity and tags storage, solutions to security issues 
differs from the flat network to the most complex managed 
one. Authentication protocols are the key to solve security 
issues in any network communication. 

 

 
 Figure 1: Authentication Process [2] 

 
The illustration in figure 1 shows how authentication 

works in a client-server architecture. In cryptography, the 
encryption and decryption procedure, has become an essential 
element of most information and data security approaches [3]. 
If there is no authentication protocol, various threats will arise 
depending on the circumstances that may compromised the 
classified or sensitive data in an organization.  

 

 
Figure 2: Different Security Attacks [4] 

 
Peopleware, hardware, software attacks might possible 

arise in an insecure communication as shown in Figure 2. 
This shows the great significance of using an authentication 
protocol to avoid security breach [5]. 
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The objectives of the study are as follows: 
1. To delve and discuss the differences of each 

authentication tools, protocols, and algorithms used 
in the authentication process. 

2. To explore and analyze each algorithm used in the 
authentication process. 
 

2. RELATED LITERATURES 
 

Computer security major threats were the baseline in 
having these authentication protocols [6]. The fortification of 
the security protocols of online business transactions would 
prohibit unauthorized access to classified information, and 
would further buildup the trust between the organization and 
its clients or clienteles. The secret technique in securing the 
classified information in any organization is through tight 
authentication. The most common type of authentication is 
with the use of username and password [7]. Nevertheless, 
using a single factor authentication as security measures is 
considerably weak. Similarly, some uses a partial password 
which is another mode of authentication that would fetch 
characters randomly from the registered passwords in a 
database. Furthermore, a new-fangled method of 
authentication that have been incorporated in various 
authentication systems is facial recognition that uses image 
processing instead of a password [8]. PIN and Passwords are 
susceptible to different deceptive threats such as brute force 
attack, guessing-password attack and dictionary attack. The 
objective of the different kinds of attacks is to obtain the login 
data of the legitimate user to gain unauthorized access. 
 

However, not all kind of cyber-attacks requires advanced 
technical skills. Several attacks like phishing and social 
engineering depends on the scheming abilities of the attacker 
to deceive the victim to disclose sensitive data [9]. 

 
If the authentication process is tight enough and less 

susceptible to attacks, then this can guarantee that only 
legitimate users can gain access to the sensitive information 
and only authorized users can alter or make changes to 
confidential data [10]. Undeniably, security is the primary 
concern in any authentication processes that generally 
presents an unquestionable fact. Yet, the norms vary from 
network domains to software domains where, for an instance, 
a certain business desires to have security as the topmost 
priority and the others focuses on the aesthetics of the system 
[1]. 

 
Unfortunately, some security vulnerabilities in a 

multi-factor authentication and key agreement protocol 
focuses only on the single gateway node, which in fact is not 
appropriate in a real setting because the sensor nodes are 
broadly distributed in a sensor networks [12]. Device 
authentication guarantees the identification of a user is 
legitimate, and this will safeguard the confidential data, and 
evade threats of unauthorized device access along within the 

network [13]. Even Data mining algorithms can be applied in 
implementing Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) [14]. 
 

The greatest concern in connecting user individuals to 
networks in a client-server systems is always security and 
confidentiality of data. Next, the user’s satisfaction on the 
authentication and access level control on the system. The 
authentication and access control prevent unauthorized 
access of illegitimate users to sensitive data. The 
authentication systems should be implemented carefully and 
efficiently in order to save memory and computational energy 
[15]. 

 
3. COMMONLY USED AUTHENTICATION AND 
PROTOCOLS FOR NETWORK CONTROLLERS 
 

To address the problems encountered on the security of 
open networks, below are the lists of widely used 
authentication protocols of various organizations: 
 
3.1 Secure Socket Layer (SSL) 
 

Oracle Database is one of those who supports SSL. It 
performs the server authentication to check the web server 
that is being accessed, client authentication to check the 
client’s identity, and encrypted connection allows data 
confidentiality by means of cryptography. To have secure 
network communication, the client and server performs 
security handshake to authenticate both entities. It was 
developed by Netscape communication that provides secure 
communication for TCP and HTTP connection. It allows 
confidential information such as login credentials, credit card 
number, bank account number be transmitted in a secured 
manner. If TCP is connected, the user sends data to which the 
server responds. The message establishes a connection 
attribute that includes the protocol version, the session 
identifier, the cipher used, and compression method for client 
and server. After messages are exchanged, the server will 
send SSL certificate or may request from the client that 
contains the server’s public key. 

 
Figure 3: Expanded View of SSL Record Protocol  
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A Message Authentication Code (MAC) manage the 
veracity of message. The MAC and message may be 
encrypted by means of a symmetric cipher. If it uses a block 
symmetric cipher, padding bytes are included. The encrypted 
data will have a SSL header which contains different fields 
that include higher layer protocol. 

 
3.2 IP SEC 
 

Internet Protocol (IP) Security is supported by Windows 
XP, Windows 2000, and Windows 2003 and integrated in 
Active Directory Service.  IP Sec uses cryptography for strong 
authentication and integrity but depends on the type of 
algorithm used. The authentication is transport –protocol 
independent. It is configured by creating global and local 
policies that show how IP packets were authenticated, 
validated, and encrypted for hosts or networks. 
 
3.3 Secure Shell (SSH) 
 

SSH is mostly available on most operating systems, a 
protocol that provides secure remote login and other secured 
network services.  This is a software package that is widely 
used by enterprises for strong encryption and integrity 
protection by using Standard Hashing Algorithm (SHA 2). 
With the help of host key, the client may verify if they are 
connecting to the exact server. The server keys can be save in 
the client’s local devices or by distribution protocol. 

 
3.4 Kerberos 

This is commonly used in a Windows 2000, Windows XP 
Professional, and Windows Server 2003 Active Directory 
domain.  It can verify the user’s identity, network service 
validity, and/or mutual authentication that verify both. The 
Kerberos uses tickets instead of passwords [16]. There are two 
(2) components for Kerberos ticket and authenticator. The 
ticket is for authenticating user and authenticator is for 
verification of the user if the same were ticket was granted to.  
The Kerberos server retrieves the session key by user ticket 
granting system. It is dependent on Key Distribution Center 
(KDC) to grant ticket for each user. The user can connect 
through an encrypted channel to the server. 
 
3.5 Research Framework 
 

The framework of the study is anchored on the concept of 
cryptography of data in network communication. 

 
Figure 4: Conceptual Framework  

The figure above illustrates how the data is encrypted and 
decrypted in the network communication. Different 
authentication protocols will be tested and analyzed to have a 
better understanding on the energy consumption of each 
cryptographic algorithm. 

 
4.  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

Aside from ensuring the secrecy of communication, the 
organization must also consider the expenses on applying 
such tool to have an idea of the costs in energy or electricity 
that they may face. 

 
4.1 Cryptographic Algorithms 
 

In the transmission of messages between the client and 
server, there are digital footprints that can be traced which are 
saved in the network that usually contains sensitive data like 
the tracer log details and the user’s behavior and many more. 
There are different kinds of attacks that takes place from the 
internet [17]. Encryption makes it possible for passwords to 
be complex in the authentication protocol. But using 
encryption for authentication may slow down the processing 
of the computer. The various methods discussed may help the 
reader decide on the best-suited algorithm for authentication 
[18].  

 
The modern categories of encryption algorithms are 

asymmetric and symmetric key. The symmetric key algorithm 
likewise known as the private key includes Advanced 
Encryption Standard (AES), Data Encryption Standard 
(DES), Rivest Cipher 4 (RC4) that relies on a secret-key 
shared by both ends to encrypt and decrypt communication 
[19]. In collaboration with symmetric algorithms, 
Cryptographic Hash Functions like Message-Digest 5 (MD5) 
algorithm and Standard Hashing Algorithm (SHA) provides 
integrity by creating a unique fingerprint of messages. The 
asymmetric key algorithm which is also well-known as the 
public key uses a pair of keys to cipher and decipher a 
message, the first key is for encryption and the other key is for 
decryption. Internet Security Protocol like SSL and IP Sec 
uses a public key encryption algorithm to authenticate the 
communication [20].  
 

There are two classes of network security cipher which are 
the symmetric block and stream cipher. The block cipher 
includes DES, 3DES, AES, etc., that operates on the same 
block size of Plain Text (PT) and Cipher Text (CT). While the 
stream cipher like RC4 converts PT to CT one (1) bit at a 
time. The input key 64 bits is stretched to create a strong 
encrypted key. The encryption and decryption works through 
repeated sequence of mathematical computation [21]. 

 
4.2 Power Consumption Evaluation Method 
 

Power consumption can be calculated in many ways, one 
tool that can be used to profile the energy consumption for 
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encryption and decryption algorithm is a joule meter 
application named PowerScope. This can determine clearly 
the cost of energy spent during a certain period of individual 
procedures or processes [21]. The application can calculate 
the total energy consumption by assimilating the product of 
instantaneous current and voltage over time. The calculations 
is shown in formula (1) below. 
 

 (1) 
 

 
Figure 5: Energy Consumptions for Various Symmetric Cyphers 

 
The illustration in Figure 5 shows the energy consumed 

due to the symmetric cipher. For each cipher, energy values 
and energy per byte values during the encryption and 
decryption were marked. Results have shown for one (1) 
specific mode of every cipher block the Electronic Code Book 
(ECB) wherein the PT block encrypts to the same CT for the 
same key. The Blowfish costs greatest and AES has the least 
energy consumption. 
 

Hash algorithms are the least complex of all other 
algorithms, which means least energy consumption as well. 
The Hash-based Message Authentication Code (HMAC) a 
keyed encryption, the bid width of the key is 0 to 128 bits that 
consumes very small amount of energy and MD2 has the 
highest value. 

 
Table 1: Energy Consumption Characteristics of Hash Functions 

 
 

The SHA, SHA1, MD5, and MD4 were lower consumption 
than the MD2 and HMAC. This test had been run using the 
algorithms to encrypt and decrypt 1000 bytes of file in a joule 
meter application tool PowerScope. 

 
There are three (3) approved asymmetric algorithms 

namely Digital Signature Algorithm (DSA), Elliptic Curve 
Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA), and 
Rivest-Shamir-Adleman (RSA) [12]. The data in the Table 2 
denotes the energy consumption of each algorithm. 

Table 2: Power Cost of Digital Signature Algorithms 

 
 
If RSA is selected, verify operation must be done to check 

the server’s authenticity through certificate. A random 48 
bytes secret key will be done through RSA encrypt operation 
by means of a server’s public key, in RSA sign operation a 
derivative random numbers of 32 bytes will prove the 
possession of its private key. In RSA the server can check the 
client’s identity by means of verifying their digital signature 
and verify the identity to the client by decrypting the secret 
key using the private key. To conserve the electricity usage, 
they can reduce the amount of data communication in a 
typical internet based SSL handshake. 

 
The data in Table 2 shows the comparison of the energy 

used by Rivest-Shamir-Adleman (RSA) and Elliptic-Curve 
Cryptography (ECC) for the generation and verification of 
signatures. The energy rate of RSA authentication is lesser, it 
is concealed by more luxurious signal operation, and both are 
essential for authentication. While ECDSA signs are lower 
than RSA signs and ECDSA authentications are within fair 
range of RSA authentication. The RSA 1024 to RSA 2048 the 
energy consumption of signaling raises by the nth power of 
greater than seven, and ECDSA 224 ciphers is three times 
less expensive as ECDSA 160 ciphers. To summarize, an 
RSA 1024 cipher task is the same as transmitting 5,132 bytes, 
compared to 385 bytes for an ECDSA 160 cipher process. 

 
The table 3 is a comparison of the energy consumed by key 

exchanges. The RSA key interchange protocol depends on 
party A in encrypting a random produced secret key with 
party B’s public key, the party B will use the private key to 
decrypt. In the ECC, the client and the server performs a 
single ECDH operation to generate the secret key. 

 
Table 3: Power Cost of Key Exchange Computation 
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ECC key generation only includes the generation of 
arbitrary numbers that turn to be the client's private key, with 
execution of ECDH operation to calculate the public key. RSA 
key generation is consumes more time as it requires 
generating huge prime values. 

 
Comparing the AES 128-bit keys for cryptanalysis and 

SHA1 for hashing, the rate of block encryption and ciphering 
is cheaper than the public key processes. 

 
Table 4: Energy Cost of Symmetric Key and Hash 

Algorithms 

 
 

The energy numbers or power consumption for AES with 
128-bit keys and SHA1 are shown in Table4. AES 128 
numbers contain a setup key. The values are the mean from 
inputs ranging from 64 to 1024 bytes. 

 
Upon checking the power consumption of SSL handshake 

protocol with use of RSA and ECC algorithms 
(ECDSA/ECDH) implementing public key operations, SSL 
handshake can be executed amongst server and client neither 
having nor lacking client authentication. With the event of 
SSL handshake having no authentication, the client and 
server operations are executed through the following: 

 
RSA handshake. The client executes verification and 
encryption using the two (2) RSA public key operations, 
and server execute decryption as RSA private key 
operation. 

 
ECC handshake. The client executes authentication by 
ECDSA, and an ECDH process is executed to calculate 
the public secret key. Now, the server executes an 
ECDH process to compute the public secret key. 

 

 
Figure 6: Energy consumption for client-server architecture in SSL 

Handshake verifying client authentication 
 
In the Figure 6 above shows the energy consumption of 

SSL handshake by means of RSA and ECC algorithms for the 
client and server architecture.  The client’s energy 

consumption of RSA handshake is greatly efficient compared 
to ECC handshake, if the SSL handshake phase lacks client 
authentication. If client authentication is present in SSL 
handshake, ECC handshake consumes lesser energy than 
RSA. 

5. CONCLUSION 
In summary, we have performed both an experimental and 

theoretical study on energy consumption of different 
authentication protocols. Several cryptographic algorithms 
and energy consumption evaluation methods have been 
identified, discussed and tested respectively. Energy 
consumption on authentication protocols varies depending on 
the complexity of algorithms used for encryption. The more 
complex the cryptology, the more time it would take to 
process the decryption. But, the complexity of algorithm will 
ensure on a more secured network communication of any 
organization.  
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